OHIO STATE’S ROBOTIC UROLOGIC SURGERY TEAM

The highly skilled, fellowship-trained robotic urologic surgery team at Ohio State uses the latest robotic-assisted technology to remove cancerous tissue and repair urologic problems with less disruption of surrounding healthy tissue and less blood loss than with traditional surgery. They are also at the forefront of research, conducting more than a dozen active robotic urologic research protocols.

Urologic conditions treated robotically

**Cancerous Conditions:**
- Adrenal masses
- Bladder cancer
- Kidney tumors
- Malignant conditions of the urinary tract
- Prostate cancer

**Non-Cancerous Conditions:**
- Benign conditions of the urinary tract
- UPJ (ureteropelvic junction) obstructions
- Ureteral strictures
- Urinary tract obstructions

With the expertise to treat patients with any type of urologic condition, you can be assured your patients will receive the best care possible.
SUPPORT SERVICES

ERECTILE REHABILITATION CLINIC
Men who undergo prostate surgery often suffer from a loss of natural sexual function for a limited period of time or, in some cases, permanently. The Erectile Rehabilitation Clinic offers patients the expertise to help them return to sexual function more quickly, through counseling or medical aids.

PROSTATE CANCER SUPPORT GROUP
The group consists of men who have been diagnosed with prostate cancer and are looking to decide what treatment is best for them, men who have already had treatment and are looking for better coping mechanisms, and survivors who advise men as advocates to help provide insight and advice to other survivors. Meetings are held monthly and are open to all prostate cancer patients and survivors, regardless of where they received treatment.

OUR TEAM

Geoffrey Box, MD
Assistant Professor of Urology and Urology Residency Program Director
Medical Degree: The Ohio State University College of Medicine, Columbus
Residency: The Ohio State University, Columbus
Fellowship Training: Endourology, including robotic-assisted laparoscopy, University of California, Irvine, Orange, Calif.
Board Certified by the American Board of Urology
Clinical Interests: Treatment of kidney and prostate cancers

Ahmad Shabsigh, MD
Assistant Professor of Urology
Medical Degree: Aleppo University Medical School, Syria
Residency: Columbia University, New York
Fellowship: Urologic Oncology, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York
Board Certified by the American Board of Urology
Clinical Interests: Providing a balanced and multimodality approach for the treatment and cure of genitourinary malignancies, including testis, kidney, bladder and prostate cancers, implementing minimally invasive laparoscopic and robotic techniques, in addition to standard surgical approaches

David Sharp, MD
Assistant Professor of Urology
Medical Degree: Baylor College of Medicine, Houston
Residency: Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland
Fellowship: Urologic Oncology, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York
Board Certified by the American Board of Urology
Clinical Interests: The treatment of urologic cancers and renal cancer using robotic-assisted surgery

REFER A PATIENT
To refer a patient for evaluation, contact Ohio State’s Center for Advanced Robotic Surgery at 614-293-0981. Visit our website, medicalcenter.osu.edu/go/robotics.